Assisted Lexical Simplification for French Native Children with Reading Difficulties
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Abstract

For poor-readers and dyslexic children, reading is often a pitfall to social integration and academic progress. The school support of these children usually requires adapted texts, specialised glossaries and dedicated management tools. In this paper, we propose a method which exploits French lexical resources to automatically simplify words in order to provide adapted texts. Despite the difficulty of the task, the conducted evaluations show that the proposed methodology yields better results than the state of the art word2vec techniques for lexical simplification.

1 Introduction

Learning to read is a complex and lengthy process leading to a fundamental skill which is crucial for academic, professional and personal success. Yet, according to the Progress in International Reading Literacy (PIRLS\textsuperscript{1}) 2001, the overall performances of French young readers is gradually decreasing from evaluation to evaluation: 39\% of the students are in difficulty at the end of primary school according to the study carried by the Cycle of Disciplinary Evaluations Performed on Samples\textsuperscript{2}. Statistically, every year, 2 to 5 children in a classroom present a specific language impairment (from poor-reading to dyslexia, with a large variability). Ziegler et al. (2003) show that the problems of comprehension among children with reading difficulties are mostly due to the difficulties in decoding words in order to recognise them. In other words, these children do not suffer from oral comprehension problems. However, when it comes to reading a text, it turns out that all their efforts are so focused on decoding that they exhaust their cognitive capacity. Out of hand, they get tired, give up reading and lose the meaning of what they have already read.

In this context, scholars have found it valuable to control the reading difficulty of pedagogical materials using readability formulae (DuBay, 2004). Text readability can be defined as the ease with which a reader can read and understand a text. Readability assessment techniques enable a better association between texts and readers, which tends to increase the benefits of reading practices. However, even if readability formulae are useful to find appropriate texts for a given level of reading proficiency, they do not allow to adapt a given text to a specific reader, as is generally needed for poor readers or readers with dyslexia.

More recently, Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques have allowed the development of more efficient tools to support reading. Among them are advanced readability models (Collins-Thompson, 2014) that automatically assess the readability of a text from a larger number of text characteristics. Another promising area is automated text simplification (ATS), which aims to automatically substitute complex linguistic phenomena in texts by simpler equivalents while keeping the meaning preserved as much as possible. ATS is generally described as involving two sub-tasks (Saggion, 2017): syntactic simplification and lexical simplification (LS). In this paper, we will be concerned with the second one, because, as far as poor and dyslexic readers are concerned, automatic lexical simplification is a first and crucial step in order to simplify a text for this population.

As it has been highlighted in the literature, long and less frequent words are especially difficult for poor readers (Ziegler et al., 2003; Spinelli et al.,
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\textsuperscript{1}\url{https://timssandpirls.bc.edu/pirls2001i/pdf/pl_IR_book.pdf}
\textsuperscript{2}Cycle des Évaluations Disciplinaires Réalisées sur Échantillons (CEDRE).
Gala and Ziegler (2016) also identified that, for French children with dyslexia, inconsistent words as far as the grapheme-phoneme relation is concerned (different length of the number of letters and phonemes in a word) contribute to the difficulty in reading.

In this paper, we address the challenging task of LS, which has not yet been systematically investigated for French. We compare two approaches: the first one is based on the exploitation of a lexical resource, ReSyf\(^3\) (Billami et al., 2018), which contains disambiguated ranked synonyms in French; the second one is based on word embedding and draws from Glavaš and Štajner (2015). Although previous studies have prioritised statistical methods over the use of resources to acquire synonyms, we are not aware of a previous study having compared statistical models with a disambiguated synonym resource. We believe that this property could significantly enhance the selection of relevant candidates for substitution in a given context. Another property of ReSyf is that synonyms have already been ranked by reading difficulty using Billami et al. (2018) method.

The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 presents existing methods for LS. Section 3 describes our method and Section 4 discusses on the results. Some concluding remarks are to be found at the end, along with future work.

2 State of the Art

Text simplification refers to the process of transforming a text into an equivalent which is easier to read and to understand than the original, while preserving, in essence, the original content (Bott et al., 2012). Lexical simplification (LS) is dedicated to the substitution of complex words by simpler synonyms. Complex words are here considered as mono-lexical units which are difficult to read (i.e. decode), especially for poor and dyslexic readers. LS aims to provide, for a complex word in a text, a simpler substitute making this text more accessible to the reader (the meaning and the syntactic structure of the text is as far as possible preserved).

Previous works have shown the contribution of LS to make texts more accessible to different audiences: people with dyslexia (Rello et al., 2013a,c,b), with aphasia (Carroll et al., 1998; Devlin, 1999), illiterate and poor readers (Aluísio et al., 2010) to name a few. Text simplification systems exist for various languages, for example: English (Carroll et al., 1998; Horn et al., 2014; Glavaš and Štajner, 2015; Paetzold and Specia, 2017), Spanish (Bott et al., 2012; Rello et al., 2013a), Swedish (Keskisärkkä, 2012), and Portuguese (Aluísio and Gasperin, 2010). However, to our knowledge, there is no full-fledged ATS system for French available, although some authors have investigated related aspects (i.e. simplified writing for language-impaired readers (Max, 2006), French readability for French as a Foreign Language (FFL) (François and Fairon, 2012), syntactic simplification (Seretan, 2012; Brouwers et al., 2014), and lexical simplification for improving the understanding of medical terms (Grabar et al., 2018)).

While first LS systems (Carroll et al., 1998; Devlin, 1999) used to combine WordNet (Miller, 1998) and frequency information from words, more recent ones are more sophisticated and rely on supervised machine learning methods. Their architecture can be represented with four steps as follows (Shardlow, 2014):

1. Complex Word Identification (CWI): aims to identify target words that need simplification. In CWI, the methods based on large corpora and thesaurus dominate the top 10 in Sem-Eval 2016 (Paetzold and Specia, 2016). In most recent CWI shared task took place in June 2018, word length and word frequency based features lead to the best results.

2. Substitution Generation (SG), to provide candidate substitution for each complex identified word. In SG, Horn et al. (2014) obtain candidates from a parallel corpus contains Wikipedia and simplified version of Wikipedia yielding major step against earlier approaches (Devlin, 1999). Glavaš and Štajner (2015) use word embeddings models to generate candidate substitution leading to even better results.

3. Substitution Selection (SS), to filter out context candidates. Generally, SS first requires all the disambiguation of the candidates provided by the previous step. Only candidates matching the Part-Of-Speech (POS) of the target complex word are retained.

4. Substitute ranking (SR), to sort the retained
candidates according to their complexity. In SR, the performance of the state of the art is achieved by the supervised methods: SVM-Rank (Horn et al., 2014) and Boundary Ranking (Paetzold and Specia, 2016). Supervised methods have the caveat of requiring annotated data, nonetheless as consequence they can be adapted according to the target audience.

In practice, this process is not literally respected in LS methods. For some approaches (Biran et al., 2011; Bott et al., 2012; Glavaš and Štajner, 2015), all words are potentially complex and need simplification. Each word is replaced only if it has a simpler synonym. Some other methods merge the SS into the SR step.

Here, we consider the Glavaš and Štajner (2015) method as a baseline of the state of the art. This method is based on the exploitation of general resources in a general context. The baseline relies on word embeddings to generate substitute candidates. Glavaš and Štajner (2015) only replace a target word if it has a lower frequency than the selected candidate substitution. However, we propose a LS method that exploits a new lexical resource, ReSyf (cf. subsection 3.2) which aims to provide simpler substitutes to identified complex words in French, the overall idea being to adapt texts for children who have difficulties with basic reading and comprehension skills in early grades, and who have French as a mother tongue.

3 Lexical Simplification: our method

We present here our methodology to build the LS system. Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of the system that we detail in the next subsections. In brief, we start from a sentence in which complex words have been identified. We then use ReSyf to get candidates for substitution (section 3.2). If the complex word has several meanings, we use automatic word sense disambiguation to select the best set of candidates (section 3.3). The last step consists in selecting the simplest candidate to be used in the simplified sentence (section 3.4).

3.1 Complex Word Identification (CWI)

In this work, we focus our interest on the generation of candidate substitutes in order to improve the quality of the simplification. We use a list of complex reference words that have beforehand been identified as complex by human experts. For example, in the sentence *Le castor est un excellent nageur*\(^4\), the word *excellent* has been tagged as complex.

3.2 Using ReSyf for Lexical Simplification (LS)

ReSyf\(^5\) (Billami et al., 2018) is a lexical resource which includes a disambiguated set of synonyms that are ranked by difficulty. The ranking (order of appearance and weight in the vector) is calculated taking into account intra-lexical features (i.e. length of words, syllabic structure, morphological structure, number of orthographical neighbours, etc.), morpho-semantic features (i.e. number of morphemes, frequency of morphemes, polysemy, etc.) and psycholinguistic features (i.e. frequency index, etc.) (François et al., 2016). ReSyf contains more than 57,000 disambiguated lemmas initially extracted from JeuxDeMots\(^6\), a freely available lexical network containing fine-grained semantic information (Lafourcade, 2007).

In order to obtain our synonyms, for each input sentence, complex words are projected in ReSyf. The candidate substitutes are provided by JeuxDeMots and are classified according to the meanings of the complex words. For instance, table 1 shows the candidate substitutes of *excellent* that can be found in ReSyf.

For monosemic words, a list of candidate substitutes, ranked according to their complexity, is directly obtained from ReSyf. For polysemic words like *excellent*, a further disambiguation step
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\(^4\)The beaver is an excellent swimmer.

\(^5\)https://cental.uclouvain.be/resyf/

\(^6\)http://www.jeuxdemots.org
Table 1: Senses and substitutes in ReSyf for ‘excellent (delicious)’ (‘fine, well’) and ‘excellent (great)’ (‘good, strong’)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sense</th>
<th>Substitutes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Excellent (délicieux)</td>
<td>fin, fameux</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excellent (formidable)</td>
<td>bon, fort</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

is applied to choose the most appropriate meaning matching the context of the sentence. ReSyf integrates the generation of candidate substitutes as well as their ranking according to the complexity measure by Billami et al. (2018).

3.3 Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD)

The simplification of excellent requires a disambiguation in order to choose a sense among délicieux and formidable (cf. table 1). To this aim, we apply an algorithm that uses semantic representations for words and word senses (called semantic signatures). These signatures have been created and validated by Billami and Gala (2017) and use the structural properties of JeuxDeMots. Furthermore, the ReSyf senses are the same as the senses from JeuxDeMots, encoded with the semantic refinement relation.

The semantic signatures that we have used integrate different relationships. Some of these relationships correspond to lexical functions related to the vocabulary itself (such as associated idea and synonymy) or to hierarchical semantic relations (such as hyponymy and hypernymy). The algorithm that we propose for complex word sense disambiguation is described below.

First, we initialize the score of each candidate word sense (lines 1–2). Second, we compare each candidate word sense with each word belonging to the context of the complex word to disambiguate by using semantic signatures (lines 3–5). Third, for this comparison of each pair (sense, word), we use among others another associative relation defined in JeuxDeMots, named inhibition. This relation allows to return, for a given target, the terms that tend to be excluded by this target (line 6). For example, the sense ‘excellent (great)’ excludes the words delicious and tasty. The score of the semantic similarity between a candidate word sense and a context word is computed only and only if there is no inhibition relation between them. This way of proceeding to the selection of the words of the context gives the advantage to the senses which exclude less words to have a more important score.

The semantic similarity (i.e. \( \text{Sim} \) in algorithm 1) that we use takes into account the relation between two lexical units to compare (Billami and Gala, 2017). If the relation exists between the two elements to compare, we have a perfect similarity else the cosine similarity is estimated by using their semantic signatures (line 7). Fourth, we calculate the score of similarity for each candidate word sense (line 8).

Besides, if there are at least two senses with the highest score, the sense returned by the algorithm is the one with the highest weight in ReSyf (i.e. \( \text{FIRST}_S \) in algorithm 1, lines 9–10). Otherwise,
the one and only best sense is returned (lines 11 – 12). In the previous example, the retained sense for excellent is formidable.

3.4 Sentence Generation

Once the complex word is disambiguated, the first three ranked synonyms in ReSyf, corresponding to that word-sense, are retained to generate simplified versions of the initial sentence. For instance, the previous sentence can be simplified Le castor est un bon nageur.

4 Evaluation

Our aim is to assess the use of lexical resource such as ReSyf for the task of lexical simplification. We hypothesise that having already a disambiguated set of synonyms reduces the amount of noisy candidates created by statistical algorithms. To check this hypothesis, we have evaluated the quality of the substitutions produced by the two methods: the baseline based on Glavaš and Štajner (2015) and our method based on ReSyf, relying on the evaluation made by two experts.

4.1 Corpus of Evaluation

The corpus used for evaluation contains literary and scientific texts usually read in classrooms at primary levels (children aged 7 to 9 years old) in France. Within the 187 sentences of the corpus, experts have identified 190 complex words that have to be simplified (thus, we have an average of 1 complex word per sentence).

4.2 Word Embedding for SG

The generation of candidate for substitution by the baseline is based on a Word Embedding model (Fauconnier, 2015) trained on the FrWaC corpus, a “1.6 billion word corpus constructed from the Web limiting the crawl to the .fr domain“ and using medium-frequency words as seeds. The corpus was POS-tagged and lemmatized with the TreeTagger.

4.3 Human evaluation

In this paper, the simplifications have been evaluated according to their complexity and the context where they appear. Three substitutes are proposed for every complex word. The provided simplifications were assessed by two evaluators following these instructions:

- The substitute must be simpler than the complex word
- The substitute must fit the context of the sentence
- If the complex word appears as a substitute, it is invalidated

The table 2 shows examples of the evaluation. Beau and fort do not match the context. We computed the inter-rater reliability of the human annotation. Even though selecting good candidates for simplification has been regarded as a complex task for human, we obtained a $\kappa$ of 0.625 for the baseline model and a $\kappa$ of 0.656 for the annotation of ReSyf’s results.

Based on this human annotation, we have computed two evaluation metrics. Precision1 is a global precision. Every simplification is considered as an independent sentence. This measure aims to calculate the number of valid simplifications among all the provided ones (i.e simplified sentences). Precision2 allows us to verify, for an initial sentence if, at least, one valid simplification appears among the three proposed ones. For each original sentence, only one valid simplification is counted, even if there are two or three valid ones. If none of the three simplifications are correct, then the count is 0. This measure counts the number of initial sentences that have at least one valid simplification.

$$Precision1 = \frac{\#valid\_simp}{\#all\_simplifications}$$

$$Precision2 = \frac{\#at\_least\_one\_valid\_simp}{\#all\_initial\_sentences}$$

By analysing the simplifications produced by the baseline and our method, table 3 shows that ReSyf provides better results than Word2Vec techniques. In table 3, Precision1 and Precision2 count valid simplifications only if both of the annotators agree on the proposed substitute. This table also shows that our method produces more suitable simplifications (16.3% and 51.9%) than the baseline (15.7% and 49.4%).

---

7 The beaver is a good swimmer.
8 http://fauconnier.github.io/#data
9 http://wacky.salmit.unibo.it/doku.php?id=corpora
10 www.cis.uni-muenchen.de/~schmid/tools/TreeTagger
Table 2: Evaluation example for simplified versions of the sentence *Le castor est un excellent nageur.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Precision1 (%)</th>
<th>Precision2 (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>49.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LS_ReSyf</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>51.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: LS evaluation result of annotators 1 and 2

4.4 Discussion

The annotators have noticed that our method provides more linguistically-motivated substitutes than the word2vec method for LS. Indeed, SG from word2vec relies on the distance that separates word vectors. This distance is referred to the context and the general semantic distance that could yield not only appropriate synonyms, but also noise from other less suitable relations like antonymy. However, ReSyf is built from particular semantic relations from JeuxDeMots, especially synonymy and hyponymy which are more suitable for LS. Table 4 shows examples of obtained substitutes from ReSyf and word2vec methods for *marchandise* (‘good’) and *garçonnet* (‘young child’).

Wrong candidates found using ReSyf largely concern cases where multi-word expressions (MWE) are present in the text. As the MWE is currently not detected, we replaced one token of the expression by a simpler synonym that does not necessarily fits the context of the whole expression. For instance, in the expression *se prendre de sympathie* (‘sympathize with’), we replaced *sympathie* by simpler candidates such as *interêt* or *accord*. The second candidate clearly does not fit in the global expression, that would ideally need to be substitute as a whole, for example, by *s’occuper de*. ReSyf also proposes “complex words” such as: *long*, *animal* and *présent*. These words are not particularly considered as complex (as regards to their length, frequency or syllable structure). There is currently work in progress to better identify complex words as regards to the difficulties that poor-readers and dyslexic children may have.

5 Conclusion and perspectives

In this paper we have presented a method for lexical substitution that uses a lexical resource where French synonyms are disambiguated and ranked according to the difficulty to be read and understood. The results obtained after the evaluation show that using a lexical resource improves the results (51.9%) as regards to a state-of-the-art system based on word2vec (49.4%). The lexical resource that we have used provides already ranked synonyms, and once the system identifies the complex word to replace, our method is able to provide better candidates for the simplifications.

In future work, we plan (1) to evaluate our method with a greater amount of data and (2) to extend our work to automatically identify complex words in context (CWI). Our final aim is to
propose a whole methodology for a lexical simplification system that will adapt texts for French scholars facing difficulties learning to read.
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